Competitive Assays of Label-Free DNA Hybridization with Single-Molecule Fluorescence Imaging Detection.
Single-molecule imaging of fluorescently labeled biomolecules is a powerful technique for measuring association interactions; however, care must be taken to ensure that the fluorescent labels do not influence the system being probed. Label-free techniques are needed to understand biomolecule interactions free from the influence of an attached label, but these techniques often lack sensitivity and specificity. To solve these challenges, we have developed a competitive assay that uses single-molecule detection to track the population of unlabeled target single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) hybridized with probe DNA immobilized at a glass interface by detecting individual duplexes with a fluorescently labeled "tracer" ssDNA. By labeling a small fraction (<0.2%) of target molecules, the "tracer" DNA tracks the available probe DNA sites without significant competition with the unlabeled target population. Single-molecule fluorescence imaging is a good read-out scheme for competitive assays, as it is sufficiently sensitive to detect tracer DNA on substrates with relatively low densities of probe DNA, ∼10(-3) of a monolayer, so that steric interactions do not hinder DNA hybridization. Competitive assays are used to measure the association constant of complementary strand DNA hybridization of 9- and 10-base pair targets, where the tracer assay predicts the same association constant as a traditional displacement competitive assay. This methodology was used to compare the Ka of hybridization for identical DNA strands differing only by the presence of a fluorescent label tethered to the 5' end of the solution-phase target. The addition of the fluorescent label significantly stabilizes the DNA duplex by 3.6 kJmol(-1), adding more stability than an additional adenine-thymine base-pairing interaction, 2.7 kJmol(-1). This competitive tracer assay could be used to screen a number of labeled and unlabeled target DNA strands to measure the impact of fluorescent labeling on duplex stability. This single-molecule competitive hybridization scheme could be easily adapted into a sensitive assay, where competition between tracer and target oligonucleotides for probe sites could be used to measure concentrations of unlabeled DNA or RNA.